Tracking of regions-of-interest in myocardial contrast echocardiography.
Analysis of intramyocardial perfusion by contrast echocardiography provides quantitative parameters for the assessment of ischemic disease. This analysis can be achieved by applying an ultrasound (US) burst of high mechanical index to destroy contrast bubbles, measuring various myocardial refilling parameters from the time curves obtained from regions-of-interest (ROIs) within the myocardial wall. To obtain reliable intensity curves, the position of the ROIs must be tracked to compensate for the heart motion along the sequence. In this work, we studied the use of optical flow techniques for ROI repositioning. Two block-matching and one differential technique were evaluated for this purpose. Performance was measured by comparing the result of automatic tracking with results of ROI repositioning by a human expert. This evaluation was carried out on experimental data from animals as well as on sequences from clinical studies. Results are considered to be accurate enough for clinical purposes, and computation times may allow for a real-time processing if incorporated into a US scanner.